
MARS/RSS Joint Executive Committee Meeting 
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July 1, 2013 

10:30 am to 11:30 am 

Hyatt Regency McCormick Place, Burnham 23A-C 

 

Present: Sarah Hammill (RSS Chair), Debbie Bezanson (MARS Chair), Mary Mintz (RUSA Review and 

Standards and Guidelines), Sam Stormont (MARS Vice-Chair), Jim Langan (MARS Outreach), Van Houlson 

(MARS Professional Development), Courtney Greene (MARS Member-at-Large), Stephanie Graves 

(MARS Member-at-Large), Amy Fry (MARS Member-at-Large, incoming),Dianna McKellar (MARS Past 

Chair), Jason Coleman (RSS Secretary), Ann Brown (RSS Vice-Chair), Cindy Levine (RSS Archivist), Don 

Boozer (RSS VRS Co-Chair), George Porter (Visitor), and Kelley Lawton (MARS Secretary, minutes 

recorder) 

 

Introductions 

 

MARS Report 

 For this conference, MARS sponsored two programs, Usability, the User Experience & Interface 

Design: The Role of Reference (MARS Chair’s Program) and Leveraging Open Source Software to 

Create Library Websites. There were around 250 attendees to the Chair’s Program and around 

90 attendees to the open source software program. Unfortunately, Leveraging Open Source 

Software to Create Library Websites was not recorded.  

 MARS also sponsored a number of discussion forums:  Counting Counts: the State of Public 

Services Statistics and Reporting (Management of Electronic Reference Services Discussion 

Forum),  How Wide the Divide – Why We are Still Asking (User Experience Design Discussion 

Forum),  Virtual Reference Discussion Forum, and Big Data at the Desk (Hot Topics, co-

sponsored with LITA). 

 Best Free Websites met and selected 13 sites to be honored. The awards will be given at 

Midwinter. 

 The MARS section review is in progress.  Anne Houston is chairing the Planning Committee, the 

committee charged with overseeing the review.  The committee is also reviewing the MARS 

Handbook. 

 MARS hosted a Happy Hour on Saturday, June 29. There were around 60 attendees. In the 

future, the Outreach Committee hopes to find sponsorship for the Happy Hour. This year they 

pursued having it in the conference center, but the cost was prohibitive.  Perhaps, MARS and 

RSS could consider hosting a joint Happy Hour. 

 

RSS Report 

 The RSS Open House and trivia contest, held on Saturday, June 29, was very successful. 

 The joint committee of YARS (Young Adult Reference Services) and YALSA (Young Adult Libraries 

Association) was approved. 



 The RSS Health and Medical Reference Committee sponsored the program, Different Strokes: 

Serving the Health Information Needs of a Diverse Community.”  There were around 60 

attendees. 

 The Reference Research Forum, held on Saturday, June 29, was again very popular.  One of the 

speakers spoke on the topic of data visualization of VR transcripts. It was a fascinating talk. It 

was interesting to hear the speakers elaborate on their methods for analyzing library services. 

 RSS also sponsored the following discussions/events:  Wikipedia Edit-a-Thon, Keeping it Real in a 

Virtual World: Managing and Promoting Your Online Reference Collection Discussion, Arizona 

Libraries: Spanish Services and Community Outreach Discussion, Slam the Boards! A Model for 

Marketing through Action: A Reference Services Discussion, The New Reference Services: A 

Refdesk-Shattering Discussion, and Technology Competencies for Reference Librarians 

Discussion. 

 The Wikipedia Edit-a-thon had a small attendance, but the people who came found it useful. 

One attendee edited his/her first article; another attendee created a new entry. They may try to 

host this again in the future. Anne Houston wondered if an institute on Wikipedia editing at a 

Midwinter conference would be a good idea. 

 RSS is also interested in exploring more personal outreach.  There is an RSS listserv, but not 

everyone signs up.  To keep RSS members informed, they are planning to send personal emails 

from an RSS member in their state. 

 Virtual Reference Services (MARS/RSS) and RSS Marketing and Public Relations Committee 

hosted a Slam the Boards webinar.  80 people registered, and 20 attended. The webinar was 

recorded. 

 Two committees have been disbanded: Organization and Planning (overlap with the RSS 

Executive Committee) and the Web Committee.  This action was approved by the RSS Executive 

Committee. The web site, handbook and bylaws will be updated to reflect these changes.  

 

Virtual Reference Services (MARS/RSS) Report (Don Boozer) 

 

The committee is planning to update their charge.  Who should this be submitted to?  For MARS, it goes 

to the Planning Committee; for RSS, it should be submitted to the Executive Committee.  There are a 

number of people on the committee who are members of both sections.  Perhaps, membership should 

be more formalized.  Dan also reported on the Slam the Boards webinar (see above).  The committee is 

also partnering with RSS Evaluation of Reference and User Services to draft a survey.  The ad hoc virtual 

reference survey team presented their initial work to the full committee at this Annual.   

 

Joint Midwinter Workshop 

 

A venue has still not been identified.  The major issue is finding a convenient location near the 

Convention Center.  Temple and Drexel are out. Anne mentioned that she has a friend at the American 

Chemical Society that she can speak to about locations. We really need to find a location this summer.  

Maybe, we should skip this Midwinter. 



 

Reflections on RUSA Review (Mary Mintz) 

 

 This is an ad hoc committee established by Mary Popp to look at the structure of RUSA and to 

identify strengths and weaknesses within that structure.  

 One issue is the merger of MARS and RSS.  Where are the synergies?  Cindy Levine spoke in 

favor of a merger. One of the interesting things about libraries is that everything is connected. 

The two separate sections create confusion. A merger could strengthen both sections.  

 Dianna McKellar remarked that we should look at our committees and see if any mergers are 

possible.  Outreach would be one possibility. 

 If we did merge, it would have to be a merger of equals.  It would have to be a merger that 

honored both MARS and RSS. 

 Another issue raised is that a merger would reduce program and leadership opportunities. We 

would need to keep this in mind. 

 If we do become one, we need to take the appropriate amount of time to manage the change 

and do it right. 

 Another serious issue RUSA Review is looking at is committee membership across the Division. 

People are overcommitted. 

 There may also be redundancies with RUSA-level and Section-level committees.  We do have to 

keep in mind, however that there may be a different agenda at the RUSA-level. 

 The reality is that RUSA membership is shrinking. 

 RUSA Review will be looking at all the section reviews. 

 Right now, there is not a set deadline for when RUSA Review will submit their report. 

 They have not seen all the section SWOTs. 

 LITA undertook a self-assessment which could be used as a model. 

 

Meeting adjourned. 


